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Abstract. The research of heat generation and heat consumption in a conventional or ideal 

engine provides useful information about the regularities, character of the process and effectiveness 

of fuel combustion in any real engine that cannot be subject to experiments. This information is 

advantageous both in case of heat transformation effectiveness analysis and the development of 

means to improve already employed engine. The procedure (algorithm) of thermal processes 

modeling that take place in the internal combustion engines should be developed in a way that 

enables, according to measured pressure of working gases, to adequately reconstruct the course of 

heat generation, and vice versa, relying on a set course of heat generation, to veritably identify the 

change of gases pressure in the cylinder. Research aim – based on the principle of analogy and 

harmonious combination of induction and deduction to evaluate the possibility to represent in a 

formal way and theoretically generalize experimentally identified information about the regularities 

of heat generation and heat consumption processes development in Otto-cycle engines (engines of 

rapid internal combustion). As a rule in case of analytical identification of heat generation – heat 

consumption processes the index a of combustion capacity is defined in advance. The acquired 

information, however, demonstrates that there are more reasons to consider the value of the 

parameter m to be set in advance, rather than of the parameter a. The relation between values of heat 

emission maximal intensiveness *z  and the time of its achievement *  in an empirical sense is 

seemingly parabolic. Theoretically, as it has been found out, it can be evidently treated as “fuzzy” 

hyperbolic. The fact that the engine’s idle run does not conform to the “hyperbolic” tendency 

manifests its considerable imperfection and does not contend against the theoretically substantiated 

regularity. Given, for example, that * * 1z   , it is possible to acknowledge that 1,93m . While 

given 2m  , we will have to acknowledge that * * 1,03z   . Thus, if we assign in advance that 

6,908a    we considerably limit the flexibility and preciseness of the identification algorism. 

Keywords: internal combustion engine, operating cycle, heat generation, heat consumption, 

combustion process, Wiebe function, heat generation programs. 

Introduction 

The study of internal combustion engines operating cycles makes it possible to intentionally-

purposely obtain practically important data about the influence of constructive, regulatory, regime factors 

on the efficiency and perfection of a thermal machine. The information about the course of heat generation 

is applicable both in the design of a completely new engine and in case of analysis of heat transformation 

effectiveness and the development of means to improve already existing models. 

The study of heat generation/heat consumption phenomena in the internal combustion engines 

subordinates to certain conventional conceptions. We can consider the study [1] as an example of deep 

theoretical generalization: it, based on the principles of exergy analysis, evaluates what amount of energy 
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released in the process of fuel combustion under the elementary movement of the piston even theoretically 

cannot be transformed into the expansion work pdV  ( p  – pressure in the cylinder, V  – volume of the 

working medium); within the framework of this approach the complex real process is mentally subdivided 

into the elementary processes equivalent to it and the analysis is carried out with application of special 

diagrams for the combustion materials. However, in most cases the researchers rely on the formalized 

description of kinetic chemical transformations in the working space of the engine [2, 3], making 

conclusions based on semi-empirical descriptions of “thermal” consequences. Wiebe function is a sample 

of the heat generation processes description of this kind [4–6]. In [4] the exactness of heat emission 

process reconstruction is directly analyzed as two-parameter and optimized one according four parameters 

of Wiebe functions, and for the description of operation cycles with detonation combustion a balanced 

linear combination of two Wiebe functions is defined. In [5] it is emphasized that Wiebe function, similar 

to many other suggested functions of heat generation, is based on the so called law of normal distribution 

of the variate and enables to acceptably qualitatively prognosticate the intensiveness of heat emission in the 

internal combustion engines which are characterized by different systems of fuel combustion – diesel with 

direct (DI – direct injection) and diesel with indirect (IDI – indirect injection) fuel injection, classic engines 

with spar ignition (SI – spark ignition), engines with gasoline direct injection (GDI – gasoline direct 

injection), the so called engines with homogeneous charge compression ignition HCCI (homogeneous 

charge compression ignition) and engines PCCI (premixed charge compression ignition). The research [6] 

studies the sensitivity of Wiebe function parameters (in particular the efficiency coefficient a  and function 

form m ) to the peculiarities of the real operation process. 

The procedure (algorithm) of thermal processes modeling that take place in the internal combustion 

engines should be developed in a way that enables, according to measured pressure of working gases, to 

adequately reconstruct the course of heat generation, and vice versa, relying on a set course of heat 

generation, to veritably identify the change of gases pressure in the cylinder. In particular, it goes without 

saying, that in case of a new engine design the change of gases pressure in its working space is unknown. 

Thus, the research should be based on the course of heat generation in a similar or exemplary engine or 

different hypothetical or intentional processes of heat generation should be defined and studied in the 

respect of their impact on the character of combustion and efficiency of the engine. 

Research Aim 

Based on the principle of analogy and harmonious combination of induction and deduction to 

evaluate the possibility to represent in a formal way and theoretically generalize experimentally identified 

information about the regularities of heat generation and heat consumption processes development in Otto-

cycle engines (engines of rapid internal combustion). 

Real Heat Generation 

Fig. 1, as an example, represents the graphs depicting the course of heat generation, identified with 

the help of two-region model of otto-cycle engine working space, combined with the parallel experiment in 

case of equal frequency of engine shaft rotation nе=2400 min–1 and different engine load measured by 

mean effective pressure ре. Whereas the fig. 2 represents the course of heat generation, on the contrary, 

under different frequencies of engine shaft rotation and similar engine load ре=0.30 MPa. Obviously, it is 

far from easy to suggest any analytical formalization of heat generation characteristics. 

Notably, when the load increases the maximum intensity (velocity, capacity) of heat generation 

escalates and shifts towards the top dead center position (TDC) of the piston while the duration of the 

combustion process decreases. Thus, when the load is ре=0.10 МPа (see Fig. 1) the time of combustion is 

104.32 degrees of engine shaft rotation and when ре=0.45 МPа it drops to 77.38 degrees. Herewith, the 

beginning of combustion in the first case corresponds to the angle 10.75 degrees, in the second — to the 

angle 13.48 degrees. When the frequency of the engine rotation increases (see Fig. 2) the production of 

heat in the proximity of the TDC position becomes less intensive and protracted according to the angle of 
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the engine shaft turnover. 

 
Fig. 1. Graphs of change of heat generation intensity in case of equal speed of engine shaft rotation and different 

engine loads 

 
Fig. 2. Graphs of change of heat generation intensity in case of equal engine load and different frequency of engine 

shaft rotation  

Ideal Heat Generation 

It is a common knowledge that the famous engineer Rúdolf Diésel designing his “rational engine” 

put forward three requirements to the working cycle: 1) that the maximal temperature of the cycle be 

achieved before the beginning of the combustion process; 2) that the isothermality of combustion be 

secured by gradual injection of finely pulverized fuel: 3) the operability of the engine be secured without 

its cooling. The idea, in fact, implied the implementation of Carnot cycle and achievement in a completely 

satisfactory temperature range 280…1000 К of the highest possible thermal coefficient of engine operation 
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efficiency (1000 280) / 1000 0,72t    . However, after a while he had to abandon the ephemeral theory 

and become aware of a rough reality: the indicated pressure suffices only to provide free running of the 

engine. Thus it was decided to accelerate the process of fuel injection into the working space with isobaric 

rather than isothermal burning. The mean indicated pressure, in its turn, increased considerably, with a 

simultaneous increase of fuel burning temperature to 1800 К which led to the necessity to cool the walls 

and head of the cylinder. Diésel’s ideas failed. 

Generally, comparing the real and ideal engines usually three types of heat generation (provision of 

heat) are distinguished: isobaric (constant pressure – constp  ); isochoric (constant volume of the 

working space – constv  ); and combined [7–9]. Fig. 3 schematically (in a simplified way) depicts the 

cycle with an isobaric supply of a certain amount of heat eQ  ( p  – current pressure; v  – current volume of 

the working space; cV  and hV  – clearance volume and cylinder capability;   – the angle of the shaft 

turnover; TDC and BDC – top and bottom dead center positions; eq  – current volume of supplied heat). 

Certainly, the process of heat generation (provision of heat) even in case of defined condition constp   is 

not single-valued: for example, the speed of heat generation e /dq d  can be proportional to the working 

space cv V  or to the angle of engine shift turnover   (Fig. 3), or can be an arbitrary function of cv V  

and   values. 

 
Fig. 3. Draft of the ideal cycle with isobaric heat generation-application  
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Isochoric process (Fig. 4) can be formally represented by the following formula 

e e e( ) ( )cq Q Q v V     , 

where ( )   – is Dirac delta function. The capacity of isochoric heat generation takes the form of a singular 

rectangle of the defined area eQ which altitude indefinitely increases and the latitude tends to zero. In 

isochoric-isobaric process the share of heat eQ  is provided to the working medium of the working space, 

whereas the share eQ  – under the constant pressure in it. 

Fig. 5 schematically depicts the graphs of some special types of heat generation processes. The 

generation of heat in a real engine seems to have nothing in common with either isochoric or isobaric heat 

generation. For example, the picture below represents qualitative comparison of heat generation processes 

in diesel engines with three types of combustion chambers. 

   
Fig. 4. Drafts of the ideal cycles with isochoric (to the left) and isochoric-isobaric processes of heat generation-heat 

application 

 
Fig. 5. Qualitative comparison of principally different heat generation processes 
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The formal comparison of data represented in Figs. 1, 2 with the ones represented in Fig. 3 suggests 

that the real heat generation processes (see Figs. 1 and 2) in its initial (virtually linear) phase are isobaric 

(see Fig. 3). However, the indicated diagrams refute these assumptions. The assumption that the real 

generation starts before the top dead center position in case of isobaric process would imply a considerable 

imperfection or even directness of the thermal dynamic cycle. There are no signs of isochoric process to be 

observed, either – let us compare Figs. 1 and 2 with Fig. 4. 

Let us recall that [10]: otto-engine was referred to as rapid combustion, whereas diesel-engine as 

engine of gradual combustion. 

Fuel Burnout Diagrams 

Concerning diesel engines usually three phases of burnout processes are distinguished (Fig. 6). 

During the first phase (section Оа in Fig. 6) the emission of heat is accompanied by intensive heating and 

evaporation of fuel as well as by superheating of its vapors – the loss of heat prevails over its emission. In 

the second one (the section ab) it is usually the mixture that comes into being in the period of sparking 

delay that burns out. This phase is referred to as kinetic [11], because it is considered to run in accordance 

with kinetic chemical reactions. The third phase (section bc) is referred to as diffusive [11], since the rate 

of reactions of fuel burn-out is determined by the rate of mixture formation in the result of turbulent 

mixing ( the rate of chemical reactions is high as a result of high temperatures of working charge). In some 

cases the fourth phase of heat emission has to be defined (the phase of fuel burn down) with low rates. It 

can be defined on the curve of heat emission (capacity) created in logarithmic coordinates: the deceleration 

of mixture and heat production is traced according to the rotation angle for the straight tangent line to the 

curve. 

 
Fig. 6. Typical course of heat generation in a conventional diesel engine 

The shares of heat burnt -out during the second and the third phases of heat generation are defined 

[8] by the following formulas 
1 10
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where 1Z  and 2Z  ( 1 2 1Z Z  ) – shares of fuel that are likely to burn out during the second and the third 

phases of heat generation process; 6,908a    – parameter that characterizes level of fuel general burn-out 

within the engine working space; 0m  and m  – values of burn-out in the second and third phases;   – 

current angle of shoulder shaft turnover which timing starts at the moment of sparking; 0z  and z  – 

duration of the second and third phases in angled measurement. In particular, the process abc represented 
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in Fig. 4 can be acceptably and adequately described by expressions (1) . 

Concerning special processes of heat generation (see, as an example, [12]) more constituents can be 

applied in description (1), as if we distinguished more phases of fuel bourn-out. However, spark-ignition 

engines (Otto-engines) are characterized by single-phase heat generation. Thus the heat generation in otto-

engine can be described by exponential correlation [13–15] 

11 exp( )mz a   , (2) 

where т тцz Q Q  – is relative (specific) heat generation; тQ  – current heat generation; тцQ  – general 

potential heat generation per operating cycle; 

п п

к п к п

t t

t t

 


 

 
 

 
, (3) 

is relative (abstract, dimensionless) time; t – current time; пt  and кt  – the start and completion moments of 

fuel burning within the working space; п  and к  – angles of crankshaft turn-over that correspond to the 

start and completion moments of fuel burning; 0m   – characteristic index of combustion quality; a – 

constant that characterizes the quality of combustion. 

According to (2) , (3)  the (2) , (3) change of heat generation intensiveness in an abstract time is 

described by the formula 

1
0 ( 1) exp( ) ( 1) ( 1)m m mdz dz

a m a a m z
d dt

   


       , (4) 

where 0 к пt t    — duration of heat generation process within the engine’s working space. It is obvious 

that 

т к п т

тц тц

1 dQ dQdz

d Q d Q d

 

  


  . (5) 

If, for example, к к( ) 0,999z t z  , then кln(1 ) ln(1 0,999) 6,908a z      , if к 0,99z  , then 

4,605a   , and if к 0,9z  , then 2,303a   . Fig. 7, as an example, depicts the heat generation programs 

(4) and (5) in case of lower ( к 0,9z  , 2,303a   ), and Fig. 8 – in case of higher rate of fuel burn-out 

( к 0,99z  , 4,605a   ). Points corresponding to extreme heat emission under all possible values of 

parameter m belong to curves E. The higher is the value of parameter m, the later occurs the phase of the 

most active emission of heat. The higher is m and the lower кz  the more active is heat emission in terminal 

moment 1   of heat generation process. 

Fig. 9 separately differentiates the heat generation programs that correspond to information 

represented in Fig. 7, 8 (by the dashed-line curve) in case of the lowest 0m   and in case of the highest 

20m . It is evident that in case of a  , 0m   the heat generation becomes quasi-isochoric — the 

largest amount of heat is produced in the moment 0  . It also becomes quasi-isochoric in case of 

m   — the considerable amount of heat is produced in the moment 1  . In the first case the ignition 

is to occur in the highest dead point and the burn-out at the combustion stroke; in the second case the 

ignition is to occur at the pressure stroke and to complete in the upper dead point. In fact, it is 

unconditionally considered [12–14] that usually over the operating period the constant share of fuel 

0,999z   burns out, hence, кln(1 ) ln(1 0,999) 6,908a z      . 

Isochoric thermodynamic cycle serves as an ideal example for Otto-engine operating cycle. Thus the 

correlation згv  of operation in a real process to the operation in an isochoric one can be regarded as index 

of similarity between real heat generation and ideal isochoric heat production processes. Herewith, the 

amount of heat provided to the working medium in the compared processes must be equal. The similar 

context implies the rate цv  of isochoric character of heat loss into the cylinder walls in the real operating 

cycle. However, it does not bring much benefit. 
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Fig. 7. Heat generation programs in case of lower rate of fuel burn-out 

 
Fig. 8. Heat generation programs in case of higher rate of fuel burn-out 

Numerous experiments have determined and asserted, referring to the authoritative sources, certain 

features of a typical course of processes in the engine’s cylinder which are represented in Fig. 10 

graphically and concisely (  – the efficiency coefficient). In particular, the heat generation process is to 

start before the highest dead point and should not be excessively long. The barycenter of the area under the 

heat generation curve is located just behind the dead point. Thus, neither isochoric, nor isobaric types can 

be regarded as guidelines of heat generation mechanism improvement. 

It is also worth mentioning that classic diesel engines are distinguished by smoother heat generation 

characteristics than those represented in Fig. 6 (see, as an example, [16]). And very often these 

characteristics and the content of otto-engines’ characteristics are analogous [17, 18]. 
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Fig. 9. Special programs of heat generation 

 
Fig. 10. Typical correlation between the processes of characteristic quantities changes 
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Heat Rejection and Heat Consumption 

A certain amount of heat constrainedly penetrates outside the cylinder with no tangible benefits [19]. 

Fig. 11 represents the graphs of heat irradiation into the cylinder walls under certain operation modes of 

the engine. The suggested information implies that under a constant frequency of the shaft rotation and the 

acceleration of working load the amount of heat irradiated into the surface of the cylinder increases, 

whereas under the constant working load and the increase of the shaft rotation frequency it decreases. 

Consequently, the irradiation of heat into the cylinder walls is the lowest under the maximal shaft rotation 

frequency and its minimal working load. 

 
Fig. 11. Transmission of heat into the cylinder walls 

The heat rejection into the cylinder walls consists of three components: 

ц цп цк цгdQ dQ dQ dQ   , 

where цпdQ  – is (an elementary) heat transmission into the piston; цкdQ  – heat transmission into the head 

(lid) of the cylinder; цгdQ  – heat transmission into the cylinder liner. The graphs of the listed components 

цпdQ , цкdQ  and цгdQ  changes are represented in Fig. 12 (the engine operation mode under consideration 

is the following ( e 2400n   min–1, e 0,30p   МPа)). The most prominent is the component цкdQ  – the 

greatest amount of heat is lost through the cylinder head (lid). The transmission of heat into the cylinder 

liner цгdQ  is mostly preconditioned by the fact that surface area of heat irradiation varies in the process of 

heat generation. This condition, to a certain extend, has an impact on other constituents of heat loss. 

Generally, it is uselessly to expect that both the mentioned components and their totality can be 

approximated by the expressions of similar structure. 

The difference between heat generation and heat leakage (transmission of heat into the cylinder 

walls) can be considered as heat consumption. As an example, in Fig. 13 for one of previously defined 

engine’s operation mode based on the Figs. 1 and 11 there is created the graph of heat consumption HC 

(HG – the graph of heat generation, HL – the graph of heat leakage) the fluctuations of the graphs have 

been leveled out. 
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Fig. 12. Separate components of heat transmission into the cylinder walls 

 
Fig. 13. Graph of heat consumption 

Specific Generalizations 

In a formal way, approximated dependencies (2) and (4), that describe the process of heat generation 

depend on two parameters – a  (or кz ) and m . But physically (see also (3)) there are four influencing 

parameters: a  (or кz ), m , п , к п     . Thus, reasonably changing the listed parameters it is 

possible to observe their influence on the character of heat generation process as well as on the values 

determinant for the assessment of engine operation including maximal pressure and temperature of gases in 

the process of combustion, mean indicated pressure, coefficient of efficiency, specific loss of fuel, etc. 

However, the parameters a  (or кz ) are often set in advance, deliberately decreasing  in that way the 

number of freeness stages per unit. The fixed parameter кz  (or a ) considerably limits the flexibility of the 

approximation means. For example, in case of к 0,999z   (or 6,908a   ) the conventional duration 1/2  
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of ½ portion of fuel burn-out satisfies the stringent condition 

1
1/2

к

1 1
ln ln

2 2 1 / 10
ln(1 )

m

a z
    


.  

In case of к 0,99z   ( 4,605a   ) – 1
1/2

0,15m   , and in case of к 0,9z   ( 2,303a   ) – 

1
1/2

0,30m   . To prove this regularity experimentally is not possible. 

In the table there are the basic parameters of experimentally identified heat generation processes in 

the reciprocating internal combustion engine (conventional engine) under the shaft rotation frequency 

e 2400n   min–1 ( ep  – average effective pressure in engine’s cylinder; as it has been already stated п  

and к  – the angles of the crankshaft turn-over under which the perceptible process of fuel combustion 

starts and terminates;   – the angled duration of the combustion process; max  – angled position of the 

crankshaft under which the intensiveness of the combustion is the highest; тцQ  – potentially possible heat 

generation defined by the quantity of fuel injected into the engine’s working space and by its heat 

generating capacity; max max( )Q dQ d  and sr sr( )Q dQ d  – maximal and average value of heat 

generation analogue fixed by a computer). 

Table  

Parameters of average heat generation processes 

ep , MPa 0 0,10 0,19 0,30 0,45 

п , deg –4,03 –10,75 –10,83 –13,45 –13,48 

к , deg 116,00 93,57 78,44 67,19 63,90 

 , deg 120,03 104,32 89,27 80,64 77,38 

max , deg 59,94 42,61 33,44 18,16 16,64 

тцQ , J 549,54 609,18 706,31 865,59 994,28 

maxQ , J/deg 7,47 11,38 15,51 25,55 34,98 

srQ
 , J/deg 4,23 5,38 7,69 10,31 12,26 

srmax QQ   1,77 2,12 2,02 2,48 2,85 

  0,53 0,51 0,50 0,39 0,39 

z  1,63 1,95 1,96 2,60 2,72 

z  0,86 0,99 0,98 0,93 1,06 

m  1,59 1,91 1,88 1,75 2,08 

– a  3,37 4,66 4,81 8,48 12,28 

Taking into consideration the correlations (3)–(5), it is easy to define the parameters that appear in 

the table: 

- conventional moment of achieving the maximum of intensiveness (maximum of capacity, speed) of 

heat generation 

max п

к п

 


 

 



; 

- relative maximal intensiveness (capacity, speed) of heat generation 

к п
max

тц

z Q
Q

  
 ; 
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- parameters m  and a , that are solutions to simultaneous equations 

exp
1

m
z m

m
   

  
 

, 
1

1

1 m

m
a

m   
 


. 

The acquired information (see the table) is succeeded by the following: there are more reasons to 

consider as fixed in advance the value of the parameter m, rather than the parameter a. Given, for example, 

1z    , it is possible to acknowledge that 1,93m . And assuming that 2m   one has to acknowledge 

that 1,03z    . Consequently, the assumption that 6,908a    (as referred to [13, 20] and others) 

considerably limits the flexibility and preciseness of the identification algorithm. 

The connection between the parameters    and z  is illustrated by the Fig. 14. It is obvious that in 

empirical meaning regime points 1…5 (see also the table) seem to belong to a certain (parabolic, 

presumably) curve Kr. But theoretically it appeared that they should have belonged to a fuzzy hyperbola 

Gp, limited by unambiguous hyperbolas 1z     та 1,03z    . The fact that the point 1 does not 

coincide with the defined tendency is the sign of imperfection of engine’s idle run rather than the denial of 

general theoretically substantiated regularity. Other essential irregularities can also result from either 

incorrect calibration of the engine regime or from the failure in experiments planning [21]. 

 
Fig. 14. Interrelation of parameters 

Certainly, the results of the conducted research to the great extend embody certain concrete 

experimental (empirical) information. Experimenting is resorted to even in the domain of mathematics 

(suffice it to mention the ideas expressed in this respect in [22]). Generally speaking, many mathematicians 

unconditionally believed that the main methods to comprehend the truth are induction and analogy (not 

necessary mathematical). 

Conclusions 

The research of heat generation and heat consumption in a conventional or ideal engine provides 

useful information about the regularities, character of the process and effectiveness of fuel combustion in 

any real engine that cannot be subject to experiments. This information is advantageous both in case of 

heat transformation effectiveness analysis and the development of means to improve already employed 

engine. 

The theoretical isochoric thermodynamic cycle serves as a sample for an otto-engine operation 

cycle. Thus the correlation of operations in a real process with the operations in an isochoric one could be 

considered as index of identity between real and seemingly ideal heat generation. Similar context allows to 

speak about the level of isochoric heat leakage (heat loss) into the cylinder walls within the real operating 
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cycle. However, this comprehension of ideality is not beneficial. On the contrary, we should admit, the 

isochoric process (as well as adiabatical or isothermal) cannot serve as an ideal example of either heat 

generation, or heat consumption. 

It has become clear (and easily explained) that under the increase of the load the maximal 

intensiveness (speed, capacity) of heat emission accelerates and moves towards the TDC of the piston, 

whereas the duration of the combustion process decreases. When the frequency of the engine shaft rotation 

accelerates the heat generation in the proximity of the top dead center becomes less intensive and 

prolonged according to the angle of the engine shaft turn-over. In general, the course of heat generation 

process is commonly characterized by the index 0m   of fuel burn-out quality and the index of capacity of 

combustion. This approach to the identification of processes in the internal combustion engines appeared to 

be rather effective. 

As a rule in case of analytical identification of heat generation – heat consumption processes the 

index a  of combustion capacity is defined in advance. The acquired information, however, demonstrates 

that there are more reasons to consider the value of the parameter m to be set in advance, rather than of the 

parameter a. 

The relation between values of heat emission maximal intensiveness z  and the time of its 

achievement    in an empirical sense is seemingly parabolic. Theoretically, as it has been found out, it can 

be evidently treated as “fuzzy” hyperbolic. The fact that the engine’s idle run does not conform to the 

“hyperbolic” tendency manifests its considerable imperfection and does not contend against the 

theoretically substantiated regularity. Given, for example, that 1z    , it is possible to acknowledge that 

1,93m . While given 2m  , we will have to acknowledge that 1,03z    . Thus, if we assign in 

advance that 6,908a    (as usual) we considerably limit the flexibility and preciseness of the 

identification algorism. 
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